GENERAL INFORMATION
- This theatre is located underground with three levels: the main floor, the mezzanine level (one floor down), and the orchestra level (another floor down)
- Seating is available outside the theatre and on the mezzanine and orchestra levels
- There are two entrances to Stage 4 (orchestra and mezzanine); ushers will direct you
- Everything is accessible with escalators and an elevator but the space itself is large, requiring a bit of walking

MOBILITY & WHEELCHAIR ACCESSIBILITY
- Box Office windows are wheelchair accessible
- Street to Lobby (Box Office): no steps, ground floor
- Lobby to Mezzanine: 33 steps down, escalator
- Mezzanine to Orchestra (coat check, bar, merchandise): 18 steps down, escalator
- Orchestra Entrance to Row A: 6 steps down
- Orchestra Entrance to Row E: no steps
- Mezzanine Entrance to Row P: no steps

HEARING ASSISTANCE
- Infared Hearing Devises: available at coat check (north side of the orchestra), provide ID

RESTROOMS
- Women’s (Orchestra-North): multiple stalls + 1 accessible stall, changing table
- Men’s (Orchestra-North): multiple stalls, changing table
- Women’s (Mezzanine-South): multiple stalls
- Mens’s (Mezzanine-South): multiple stalls + 1 accessible stall
- Gender Neutral (Orchestra-Center): single stall

IN THE NEIGHBORHOOD
- Food: Mother Vegan, 329 W 49th St. ● accessible restroom, limited seating inside, lots outside
- Food: Cosmic Diner, 888 8th Ave ● accessible restroom
- Coffee: Starbucks, 325 49th Street ● accessible restroom, roomy with seating